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I NTRODUC T ION

In order to obtain necessary state and federal permits for major deve-
lopment projects, mitigation plans for wetland takings are frequently
required. From a regulatory standpoint, wetland replacement is typi-
cally required when no suitable alternative to wetland impact is
available and all reasonable measures have been undertaken to minimize
the disturbance. Replacement is not only be suitable for public pro-
jects but also for projects by those private developers who must also
obtain a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permit under authorization of
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

METHODOLOGY

A wetland evaluation and feasibility study is composed of a multitude
of tasks including:

I. Identification and C lassification of Wetlands
2. Determination of Wetland Boundaries
3. Assessment of Wetland Functions and Values
4. Assessment of Project Impacts/Wetland Loss
5. Itiitigation/Minimization of Impacts
6. Identification and Evaluation of Wetland Replacement Sites
7, Formulation of a Preliminary Wetland Replacement Plan
8. Assessment of Conversion Impacts on the Replacement Site
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These are discussed in the following subsections:

Task I - Identification and classification of wetlands

Within New Jersey wetlands have been delineated by New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection  NJDEP!, and the the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service  U. S. F. W. S. ! - National Wetlands
Inventory  NWI!. Not all areas have been mapped and in the case of
NJDEP, the wetlands mapped are only those which are tidal.

All wetlands delineated by NWI and/or NJDEP and within the project
area are identified and placed on project alignment drawings.

Soil surveys developed by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service  SCS! are
reviewed to determine the presence and extent of hydric soils as
listed by SCS. Those areas within the project area containing these
soils are also mapped.

The entire project including all alternatives are walked, to ensure
that all wetlands which may be impacted are taken into consideration.
Our experience has shown that there are often wetlands, some relati-
vely large, that are not mapped by NWI, and most of these are usually
the palustrine type. These wetlands are also p laced on project align-
ment drawings. On a few occasions emergent wetlands have been shown
to be less extensive than that mapped by NWI. Considering the map
scale and the magnitude of the task, we have found the NWI map to be a
valuable tool in the initial planning stages of a project.

Wetlands verification and identification are based on the definitions
provided in the next section entitled "Definition - Wetlands. "

All wetlands are classified utilizing the U.S. FWS system, C lassifi-
nation oi Wetlands and Deepwate Haaitats oi the Iinited Sta7es
Cowar in et a, In the case o areas designate on NWI maps,

these wetland are already classified down to subclass. Additional
levels of classification are typically provided based on the results
of the an-site field investigations.

Definition � wetlands

Executive Order 11990, entitled "Protection of Wetlands" �2 Federal
Register, 26961, 1977I defines "wetlands" as:

"those areas that are inundated by surface or ground water
with a frequency sufficient to support and under normal cir-
cumstances does or would support a prevalence of vegetative
or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally satu-
rated soil conditions for growth and reproduction. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas
such as sloughs, potholes, wet meadows, river overf laws, mud
flats, and natural ponds,"

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Federal Register, Vol. 47, No. I41
  l983!, defines "wetlands" in a similar fashion, using inundated or
saturated conditions and a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted
for life in such conditions as the basic criteria.
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The U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service in
Classification of Wetlands and Dee water Habitats of the United States
Cowardsn et a ., ! goes a step urther to re ine the de >n>tion

of "wetlands" by assigning three important criteria. This expanded
definition is as follows:

"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and
aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near
the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For
purposes of this classification, wetlands must have one or
more of the following three attributes: �! at least peri-
odically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes; �!
the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil; and

�! the substrate is nonsoi 1 and is saturated with water or cov-
ered by shallow water at some time during the growing season of
each year. "

This definition introduces two important terms that are used as cri-
teria for defining wetlands: i. e., hydrophytes and hydric soils.
These terms, likewise, need to be defined. The definitions of these
terms are provided by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ' s "National
Wetlands Inventory Project"  Tiner and Wi len, 1983!.

A "hydrophyte" is defined by the NWI as "any plant growing in water or
in substrate that is at least periodically deficient in oxygen as a
result of excessi ve water. " A listing of hydrophytes prepared by the
NWI is divided into four indicator categories based on a plant's fre-
quency of occurrence in wetlands:

1! obligate - always found in wet lands  !95% of the time!
2! facultati ve wet - usually found in wetlands �6-95% of

the time!
3! facu ltati ve - sometimes found in wetlands �3-664!
4! facultative upland � seldom found in wetlands  �3K!

NWI has classified hydrophytes according to these categories  U.S.
FWS, 1982!.

"Hydric soils" are defined by soil saturation for significant periods
or by frequent flooding for long periods during the growing season.
The Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation with the NWI, has pre-
pared a listing of all soil types that are classified as "hydric."

The U. S. l=ish and Wildlife Service has identified five general cate-
gories of wetland areas on the basis of the three criteria stated
earlier. They are as follows:

1! areas with hydrophytes and hydric soils
2! areas without hydrophytes bui with hydric soils
3! areas with hydrophytes but nonhydric soils
4! areas without soils but with hydrophytes
5! wetlands without soil and without hydrophytes

For purposes of these studies, wetlands are generally defined
according to the first three criteria developed by the U.S. Fish and
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Wildlife Service since they provide a means for identification of
wetlands in the field. The presence of hydrophytes, however, was the
most useful in identifying wetlands since that factor is the most
readily observed in the field. As discussed in the methodology below,
the presence of obligate species of hydrophytes  i.e., those that are
found in wetlands  >95% of the time! make the delineation of wetlands
easier. However, many wetlands only contain facultative species
and/or hydric soils.

In addition to areas that explicitly qualify as wetlands on the basis
of the three stated criteria, all ponds, streams and rivers with
depths of 2 meters �. 6 feet! or less are also included. This inclu-
sion is consistent wi th the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ' s differen-
tiationn between "wetlands" and "deepwater habitats. " The latter term
r efers to permanently flooded lands lying below the deepwater boundary
of wetlands wher e the water is too deep to support emergent vegetation
 wetland obligates!. The 2-meter lower limit for inland wetlands was
selected by the Fish and Wildlife Service as the maximum depth to
which emergent plants normally grow.

Task 2 � Determination of wetland boundaries

In order to accurately assess the acreage of wetlands impacted by the
proposed project, wetland boundaries are staked in the field and sur-
veyed. Stakes are driven into the ground at the upland most limit of
wetland plants and/or the furthest extent of hydric soils, as defined
in the previous task. In the case of hydric soils, core samples are
taken in the field. The stakes are surveyed for both location and
elevation, the latter assisting in determining the elevation contour
corresponding to the wetland boundary when appropriate.

Wetland boundaries were drawn on project alignment drawings for sub-
sequent use.

Task 3 - Assessment of wetland function and values

Several methods have been developed by various agencies in an attempt
to qualify and/or quantify the values of a wetland. The USFWS have
developed their Habitat Evaluation Procedures  HEP! which quantifies
the wildlife value of a wetland. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
also developed an evaluation program which qualitatively identifies
various wetland functions and values. Another system, "A method for
Wetland Functional Assessment" recently developed for the Federal
Highway Administration �982!, qualitatively assesses various factors
associated with the role of wetlands in the environment. With this
method, the value of each impacted wetland is addressed in terms of;

flood storage
' groundwater discharge and recharge
' fishery and wildlife habitat
' sediment trapping
' shoreline anchoring
' nutrient retention
' food-chain support
' active recreation
' passive recreation and heritage
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The functional values are based on the user answering a variety of
questions concerning wetland characteristics such as vegetation form,
water depth, width, pM, hydroperiod, human disturbance, etc; adjacent
land characteristics, and social significance of the wetlands. These
answers are then used in keys from which the value of each wetland
function is rated as very high, high, moderate, low or very low.

Task 4 � Assessment of ro'ect im acts/wetland loss

Utilizing the cut and fill lines  toe of slope! designated on the pro-
ject alignment maps which also depicts wetland boundaries, wetland
acreage takings are calculated. Oirect and indirect effects of the
project are assessed, especially the loss of wetlands as it relates to
functional values. In addition, adjacent wetlands can be affected by
cuts via drainage of surface waters and/or lowering of the groundwater
table, and the potential for these modifications is also determined.

Task 5 - Miti ation/minimization of im acts

Measures for mitigating and/or minimizing impacts are evaluated. In
the case of wetlands directly lost, replacement is the most commonly
used type of mitigation. For impacts on adjacent or downstream
wetlands, measures to insure an adequate water supply during and after
construction are recommended.

Task 6 - Identification and evaluation of wetland re lacement sites

Utilizing existing maps, especially U.S. Geologic Surveys, and
aerials, potential replacement sites are identified. Criteria for
selection of sites include: I! being in c lose proximity to impacted
wetlands, or at least in the same watershed, 2! having a low existing
natural value, 3! having an adequate water supply, 4! being of
suitable size and 5! other project specific criteria such as the
amount of material to be excavated and disposed.

Each site is visited to determine its character. Selected sites are
then ranked according to their suitability. Sites are compared as to
the above criteria, current value to wildlife' the adjacent land-use,
the ease of conversion to a wetland and other characteristics of the
sites.

Task 7 - Formulation of a reliminar wetland re lacement~lan

The ratio of wetland acreage to be replaced to the acreage lost is
dependent on the wetlands characteristics, and the requirements of the
regulatory agencies involved.

For the most suitable site a preliminary wetland replacement plan is
developed, The plan includes suggested vegetation to be planted, site
configuration, water depth or extent of soil saturation, site
topography, the portions of the site to be devoted to each wetland
type  in the case of diverse wetlands! and other engineering require-
ments, especially those necessary to create the desired water
depth/soil saturation and to stabilize the newly created wetland,

The functional values of the replacement site after conversion to a
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wetland, are assessed based on the proposed plan. These values can
then be compared with that of the lost wetlands to determine if the
replacement provides adequate mitigation.

Task 8 - Assessment of conversion im acts on the re lacement site

The impact of conversion of the replacement site to a wetland is
assessed. Recognizing that the modification of an existing area to
create wetlands may result in a corresponding loss of other natural
values, it is important to find a site which is currently unproductive
or severely disturbed. However, in many situations, this type of area
is difficult to locate, particularly if the replacement obligation
involves a large acreage. Another factor that has to be considered in
selecting the site is the amount and type of material to be excavated,
as sites for disposing of unsuitable material are also difficult to
locate. Similarly, the costs associated with disposing of excavated
material which cannot be used for fill on other construction projects
can be quite high.

In some situations, particularly involving large acreages, the conver-
sion of an existing non-wetland site to wetlands can be adversely
received by the affected municipality, Most municipalities are con-
cerned with the loss of future developable properties and tax
ratables associated with the conversion of a large parcel to
wetlands.

~Sumn ar

The construction of new wetlands to replace those impacted by develop-
ment requires an analysis of a variety of issues to develop a mitiga-
tion plan that provides a net ecological benefit. Although only
briefly discussed in the paper, there are several important factors
beginning with the identification of an affected wetland, followed by
the evaluation of alternatives to avoid the impact and the development
of measures to minimize the the effect that must be carefully con-
sidered in planning an acceptable project. Several methods have been
recently developed to evaluate wetland functions and values, and
because of the complete range of factors considered, the FHWA proce-
dure has been found to be quite usefu 1 in the initial planning pro-
cess. If wetland takings cannot be avoided then development of a
mi ti gation plan has merit, which usually involves replacement of
affected wetlands. However, this plan must also consider several
issues if there is to be a net benefit to the environments and to
insure that the plan can be economically implemented.
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lJLtrr»i~a

During the pericd 1953 to 1973 the State of tJew Jersey lost
approxin>ately one quarter of its coastal tidal wetlands to hun>an
develolxnent through filling and dredging activit.ies  Ferrigno et al.
1973! . As the scientific conn>unity studied coastal estuarine
ecosystems, the inqortant role and function of the tidal wetlands
becan>e afq>arent  Teal 1962, de la Cruz 1973! ~ Concern for the
conservation and protection of t!>e.m wetlands increased and lead to
the enactment of legislation. In llew Jersey, the >wetlands Act of 1970
 NJSA 13:9A-1! was passed with the goal of stopping the destruction
and loss of our valuable coastal tidal wetlands.

In orrler to develop biologically valuable coastal habitats and
«>inimize adverse in>pactst various organizations and coastal nanagenient
prOgran>S ltaVe turned tO COnCept Of emit.igatiOne. 'l'he baSiC idea Of
n>itigation is to conipensate for adverse impacts and dan>ages front hun>an
develop«H>t activities on natural ecosystens through habitat
re!>abilitation or creation. Tlie tern> o«>itigation" is not well defined
in an environnental sense and varies wit!> the subject of tl>e text or
article  Itace and Christie 1982! . Son>e people view n>itigation as an
at ten>pt by developers to destroy natural wetlands while other i>eople
view n>itigation as an atttu«I>t by «>at>age«>et>t to improve or ent>ar>ce
degrade>j wetlands.

Qne key question concerning the concept of n>itigation is «J>eti>er
or not the «>an-nade habitat  artificial «iarsh! is "equivalent" to the
destroyed natural habitat  natural mar.sh!  Race and Christie 1982! . In
ott>er «ords, does ti>e artificial n>arsh bio1ogiually co«pen'ate for tl>e
los oi' tl>e natural «>arsl>? Few scientific stutjies have aodrcs cd this
guestion or exa«tined artificial «tarsi>es in a viqorous scientific
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niainier. In order to evaluate past artif icial salt n!arsties in New
Jersey the Departnient of Eiivironme»tal Protection, Division of Coastal
Re ources coiitracted witli ttie auttiors to examine past artificial nmrsh
projects. l'tie overall objectives of tlie tudy was to a! evaluate ttie
artiCicial nmrsties for ttieir effectiveness in developing into
productive iiiarsties! b! conpare sediment ctiaracLeristics of artificial
norshes with natural niarsties, arid c! develop a set of' guidelines
concerning artificial niarslies for utilization in the New Jersey
coasLal zone niaiiagenient program.

Ttie results of our investigation are reported in ttie New Jer .ey
Agricultural Experinient Station Publication Nuniber P-40502-01-84
sub«iitted to the Division of Coastal Resources. Dei.ails of our
resrarcli nmy be obtained from tiiis report. Tlie objective of ttii'
paper is to discuss ttie ba ic question: Are artificial  n@i-node! salt
nmr<-hes "equivalent" to natural salt niarsties?

~tud ~t ~id ~ti Qti~

Eiglit past ar tif icial niarsh
projecLs were selected for
quaiitii.ative analyses Bable 1 and
Figure 1! f rom ttiirty known
artificial niarsh projects in New
Jersey. 'Ihe sa«pled niarsties were
ctiaracterized by a! tiaviiig
inforniation concerning the n~ttiods
used to construct ttie artificial
«harsh, b! vegetation  fpm~n

erD~ andjor $. ~t~! was
present on nest of ttie artificial
nIarsh! and c! the age of tlie
artificial «harsh was two years or
older. A natural niarsh adjacent to
the artificial niarsh was also
selected for sar«pling, Ttie sane
niajor vegetation found in ttie
art.ificial «harsh was saiiipled in the
iiatural niarsh.

~ < h

~ I
~ *92I I

Figure 1, ?acation of study
sites in New Jersey.

Variables nieasured at each sai«pled artificial a!id natural niarsti
focused on ttie niajor vegetational pecies and sedi«ient. Vegetational
paranieters nea ured were staiiding crop bionia s  per 0.0625 «A! live
and dead!, percent of live to dead bioniass  '4!, density  per 0.0625
«i2!, heigtit  cin!, stem diai!eter  cni!, a»d ttie nunber of reproductive
tiuads. Snlii«ent cliai aeter istics wliicti were nieasured included pii,
nagnesiutn  ppi! i piiosptiorus  ppi«!, potassirnn  pp«!! Calcium  pp«! i
odium  titx«!, nitrogen  ai»iionium Corm!  t!pi«!, organic «!atter  L!, and

electrical conductivity  «iidho /ci«! . Value' obtained from t tie
artificial and natural !»arctic were statistically co!«pared by a eries
of T 'I'e: ts a!id analysis of var iances  Zar 1974! . hn alp!!a level oC
0.05 was ctiosen i.o deter«iine wlietlier ttiere was a significant
dif terence beLween ttie artiCicial and natural niarsti for a given
va r table.
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Tab]c ]. Conrr<on cliaracteristics of tlie sanpled artificial n<arshes.
Type=classification of tlie artificial n<arsh project  Cp=creation and
its=restoration! . hcreage=-approxiniaLe .,ize of ttie arl:ificia] narsh.
Net hcreage=»et. gairv of w«L]arx]s  destroyed n<arsh surface nii»us
artificial rnarsli acreage! . Sedin<ervt=type of soil u ed for the
artificial niarsh  dr«<lge<]re<]ge spoi], »atura] =niarsh peat, and
irrorga»ic=sarrd!, Slecies pla»tedmegetation p]a»ted in the artificial
norsh  Sh'1-+, rLI~«I]ii flea, &P=g, @alii, and vol.natural
colonization and revegetalion! .

Type hcreage Net Sedin<e»t Specie Late
hcreage Piarvted Planted

Harr<e

Be u~t yg ~D "c.u~s

'I'lie first artificial  r!r<rra<ade! rr<ar lies scientifically evaluated
were in North Caroli»a wliere g. +tpr~r' J~r was planted cn dredge
spoil isla»ds. Can»ieii �976! arid Seneca et al. �976! found tliat tlie
aLove grornrd bionrr s was con<parat le to Llie natural rrorslics but below
ground biomass was differerit. Below ground bionass was trigher in tlie
natural r«arsh. Tliey den<o»strated tliat ttiere were vegetative
differences betvrcen artificial and naLura]. rr<arsh«st

In our study, certain vegetative cliaracteristics of the
ar'tificial n<arsl<es were tati tically siniilar Lo Llie natural narsl<es
while otliers were signif icantly diifererit  '1'able 2 and Figure 2! ~
Overall, ttie lieiglit, percerit of live to dead bio!»ass, and live bionass
were statistically siinilar betvreen the eiglit artificial and adjacent
natural niarslies ~ Dead biomass, total bio!<ass, density and the nunber
of reproductive heads were sigrrif icantly difierent Letween the
artificial and riatural n<arshcs.

Table 2 represenLs Ltie con<parisons  T Test! of individual
artiiicial and adjaceiit riatural niarslies while Figure 2 represents an
overall aria]ysis  analysis of vari-rice! of tlie eiglit study sites. The
iridividual nrarsh con<parisoris revealed tliat certain artificial nersh
projects  h,C, and F! were vegetatively s»nilar to tlie adjacent
riatural narsli wliile otlier artificial r<orsh projects  D,E,G and H! were
dissiniilar in many res sets  'I'able 2! . '11ie analy is of variarice of
tire eiglit artif icial n<arsties arid tlieir associated natural marsties
!rowed tliat den" iLy, nunber of reproductive heads, total bionoss and

dead bion<ass were signi f icaiitly lower in tlie artificial n<arshes
 Figure 2! . hrtificial marslies liar1 sigriificarit]y lower torsi bio<ross
iridicati»g tliat Llie productivity of artificial r<vr",!<e- vas lower  »ut
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Table 2. Surrsrary table of a series of T Tests of the vegetation
variables of the artificial and natural riershes. The letters A-H
repreSent the eight Study SiteS  See Table 1!. The SyrrbOIS indiCate
the results of the T tests; a "=" indicates that there was no
significant difference between the artificial and natural rrrarsh, a +"
indicates that the rrrean of the artificial rrrarsh was significantly
higher than the natural rrsrsh, and a "-" indicates that the mean of
the artificial rrrarsh was igni  icantly lower than the natural rrarsh.

h B C U E F G HVar iable

DEWS
VEP.T
HEAD
PERC
IH
LB
TB

'1'able 3. Surrrrrary table of a series of T '1'ests of the sedirrrerrt
variables of the artificial and natural mars res. See Table 2 for an
explanation of ttre table.

Variable h B C D E F G H

pH
 ' g
P
K
Ca
N
Org
Na
Elec

equivalent! corrpared to the natural rrarshes. The low arrount of dead
biomass in the artificial marshes accounted for the difference in
total biomass since live biomass was similar between the artificial
and natural rrerslres.

One important factor recognized in the developrrent of artificial
marshes is the type of sediment used. In a controlled greenhouse
envirorrrrent, Smart and Barko �978! revealed that the t!~ of sediment
had a large affect on the productivity of marsh vegetation' Caamen et
al. �974! sho~ed that tire physical nature of the sediment in certain
artificial rrarshcs influenced the type of fauna which invaded and
colonized tire rrrarsh.
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Figure 2. Sugary diagram of the vegetation variables of the eight
study sites. The boxes represent the mean  middle line! + the least
significant interval. Overlap  not significantly different! of the
boxes is indicated by the cross hatching  black boxes=natural marshes,
white boxes=artificial marshes!.

Figure 3. Sumnnry diagram of the sediment variables of the eight
study sites. See Figure 2 for description.
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The sediment ctiaracteri.,tic of Che eig!it artificial marshes we
tudicd were very difir re»t from tlie adjace»t riatural iim[stii s. h
erie of T Tests revealed t!iat most artificial marsh sedimenLs had

significanLly lower values of the measured variables corpared to Che
adjacent natural marsh  Table 3! . In Che ana]ysis of variance all of
t!ie measured variables  excepC pR! were signii icantly lower in Ltie
artificial mars!ies coiii iared to Lhe natural iiiarshes  Figure 3! . The
iiiean percent of organic netter was six times !dgher in the natural
marshes. Fiectr ical conducLi vi Ly  an indicator of salinity; 1
millim!io = 640 ppii! wus very low in t!ie artificial niar lies. Nut rients
for good planC growtli were also significa»tly lower in the artiiicial
mars ies compared to the natural nars!ies.

Our data suggests that many measured vegetative and edaphic
 sediment! variables were significantly lower in the artificial
marshes coiipared to adjacent natural marshes. Overall, the
productivity  bioiiiass/standing crop! of the artificial marshes was
significantly lower.. Density of the vegetation was lower in
artificial marshes suggesting that vegetative growt!i ance''or seedling
establishnient is not occurring even after vegetative planting of t!.e
artificial niarsh. Sediments were very different with artificial
mar.,!ies having very low value compared to Lhe natural marshes. '!'his
result was a function of the sediment used in Che construction of the
artificial marshes  mostly sand! and the characteristics of natural
marsh sediment  peaC!, Present day natural riiarshes have taken niany
hundreds of years to develop  Redfield 1972! .

Our results indicate that the overall an wer to the question "Are
artificial iiiarshes equivalent to natural niarshesg" is hO. V~y
characteristic" of the artificial mar'his were lower t!ian ttie natural
niarshes. Artificial marshes appeared to be biologically different.
In view of Che concept of mitigatic », artificial nershes are not
equivalent to natural marsties and therefore are not a biologically
equivalent replacement of a natural tiiarsh,
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Introduction

Field studies along the Delaware Bay shoreline of New Jersey show that in
many areas the dominant shore zone vegetation is Phragmites australis, or
common reed. Though this plant is widespread in the state, its dominance
of shoreline plant communities is surprising. Salt marsh environments
such as those around the Delaware Bay in Cumberland County, N.J.  the
study area!, are typically dominated by several species of Spartina
 Silberhorn, 1982!. Along bay fringe marshas and tidal creeks and rivers,
S. alterniflora, salt marsh cord grass, tends to dominate the intertidal
zone. Just above the mean high water mark, S. patens  salt meadow hay!
and other species such as Distichlis spicata  spike grass! and Iva
frutescans  marsh elder! are dominant. Though there have been no detailed
studies of shoreline vegetation along the New Jersey side of Delaware Bay
between the Cape May peninsula and the lower Delaware River, general
references and regional environmental inventories have all listed
Spartina alterniflora as the dominant marsh fringe vegetation  Robichaud
and Buell, 1973; Walter, et al, 1981; Walton and Patrick, 1973!.

Yet fieldwork in 1983-84 found relatively few Spartina-dominated
shorelines. Rather, Phragmites often dominated not only on sandy and
developed shores, but on marsh fringes. Monostands of Phragmites were
found in remote shoreline reaches with no evidence of human disturbance.
If vegetation change has occurred naturally, perhaps as a result of sea
level rise, this implies that plant cotsmunities and marsh zonation may
change during transgression.
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~Back a a

Phragmites australis is ubiquitous in New Jersey wetlands as an invader
of disturbed sites. The biology of the reed is reviewed in detail by
Howard' Rhodes, and Simmers �977!. Phragmites is a rapid colonizer of
wet' disturbed sites, but rarely invades established plant communities.
Its occurrence in New Jersey is typically indicative of disturbance, and
it is widely found on spoilbanks and in roadside ditches  see Sipple,
1971!.

1 pllr e
Study area. '.u~bers refer o study sites.

Detailed studies of marsh vegetation have been carried out near the study
area. Good �966!, in a study of the Goshen Creek marsh in Cape May
County, recorded Phragmites at the upland-marsh boundary and in filled-in
portions of the creek. It did not occur along the bayshore or undisturbed
portions of the creek bank. In the Oldman's Creek tidal marsh off the
Delaware River, McCormick and Ashbaugh �972! did not find Phragmites to
be an important component of the freshwater marsh. Nearly pure stands
existed on nearby moist uplands, but several other species were
associated with the reeds in the marshes. Walton and Patrick �973! ~ who
inventoried the entire Delaware estuary, also note the species chiefly in
areas disturbed by ditching and channelization throughout the region.
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While studies elsewhere in southern New Jersey  Ferren, et al, 1981! have
shown that Phragmites can radiate into neighboring vegetation types by
rhizome extension, they found that initial colonization still required
some disturbance. In Connecticut salt marshes, Phragmites invasion was
found to coincide with tidal restrictions which lowered the water table
and soil salinity  Roman, et al, 1984!. In short, the common reed will
quickly invade moist areas that have been disturbed and is persistent
once established, but will not usually become established in undisturbed,
healthy plant communities  Howard, et al, 1977!. Though the species is
common in disturbed areas of coastal marshes, in freshwater wetlands, and
near the wetland/upland interface, it has not been thought to be a
natural component of undisturbed shoreline fringe marshes.

Phrs mites Distribution

Forty-eight shoreline study sites, arranged in a four-stage nested
sampling design, were established in the scudy area  Figure 1!. At each
site shore-normal transects were established from the high salt marsh or
just above the mean high water mark to low tide wading depths. The
transects were sampled during the period November' 1983-March, 1984. At
each site data on elevarion, morphology, and soils were collected. Each
plant species present in a one-meter band along the transect was
identified, and ground cover estimated for each stand or subenvironment
using the Braun-Blanquet scale and methods detailed by Kuchler �967!.

Of the 48 sites, eight were unvegetated  all developed or disturbed
sites!. Of the 40 vegetated sites, Phragmites australis was present at 27
sites, and was classified as the dominant vegetation at 21 sites. Of
those 21 sites, two had obviously been disturbed by human activity. Two
other sites appeared undisturbed, but were in close proximity to bayshore
settlements and may have been influenced by human activity. There was no
evidence of disturbance at 17 of the sites where Pbragmices dominated
shoreline vegetation. Of the 19 undisturbed or apparently undisturbed
sites, 11 were marsh fringes with no beach and eight. were shorelines with
sand barriers. Overall, Phragmites was by far the most common of the 11
species identified in the shoreline zone, with Spartina ,,1.terniflora the
dominant at only 14 sites.

Clearly, Phragmites australis is an important component of the shoreline
fringe vegeta=ion. Because water salinity regimes are saltwater or
brackish throughout the study area  Walton and Patrick, 1973; Walter, et
al, 1981! and there is no evidence of disturbance at many sites, this
fact is puzzling. How did the reed become established at these sites?
Field evidence suggests two modes of Phragmites colonization, both
associated with rising sea level.

Models of Phra mites Colonization

The first model holds that sand deposition on marsh surfaces and barrier
transgression are the mechanisms enabling Phragmites australis to
colonize the marsh fringe. Delaware Bay is a transgressive system. As sea
level rises, the marshes and coastal wetlands "climb" the pre-Holocene
uplands even as the hayward shoreline retreats. A series of transgressive
models and sequences have been developed for Delaware Bay by John Kraft
and his associates and students at the University of Delaware  Kraft,
1971; Kayan and Kraft, 1979; Kraft, et al, 1976; Haurmever, 1978; Weil,
1977; Washburn, 1982!. Part of the transgressive process is the landward
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migration of sand barriers over the salt marsh. As these sand bodies
encroach on the salt marsh, they represent a disturbance, destroying the
existing vegetation  presumably Spartina! and creating an opportunity for
Phragmites australis colonization. Phragmites is the dominant vegetation
at the majority of the sandy study sites and is present at all sand
barrier study sites.

Sand barriers may be temporary, occurring seasonally or being deposited
 and subsequently removed! during storms. It is not uncommon for a sand
barrier to be transient along the bayshore if a constant supply of
coarse-grained material is not available  Haurmeyer, 1978!. If the
disturbance lasts long enough for Phragmites to become established, the
species would remain in place as the dominant species of the fringe
marsh. Though limited by salinity and tidal saltwater flooding  Roman, et
al, 1984; Bird, 1963; Howard, et al, 1977!, the species is typically
highly productive. Rapid peat. formation seems to enable the reed to
elevate itself above most tides. Where no sand exists, however,
determination of the role of sand deposition in allowing Phragmites
establishment is problematic, because even semi-permanent Delaware Bay
barriers are often not preserved in the stratigraphic record.

The model of reed colonization due to sand barrier transgression is shown
in Figure 2.

i.gdi dPPitd, t I ~ td,~gti
marshes.

2. ~gti i ~ ip d d t*y d.

3. ~Ph it t ii i i* dy ~

4, if sand barrier is removed or transported further
d,~yh it y i hi i 2

vegetation.

FIGURE 2. Establishment of common reed during estuarine
barrier transgression.

The association of sand and Phragmites along the bayshore is sometimes
dramatic � at several locations, it was observed that marshy headlands
were dominated by Spartina alterniflora, while the intervening
sand-veneered cove was dominated by Phragmites. Stii.l, the occurrence of
the reed as a dominant on a number of marsh fringe shorelines with no
apparent source of sand nearby indicates there may be other means of
colonization.

Godfrey and Godfrey �97S! described a cyclic sequence of development in
Spartina alterniflora marshes behind barrier islands. The model described
below and shown in Figure 3 is an adaptation of the Godrey model.

Once a Spartina alterniflora marsh has become established, the
combination of inorganic sediment deposition and biomass production often
allows peat accumulation to keep pace with sea level rise. If
sedimentation rates exceed the rate of local coastal submergence, the
Spartina marsh surface may build to the level of mean high water. At this
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l. Establ ishment of Spartina alterni flora marsh

2. Harsh peat accumulates at a rate exceeding the
rate of sea level rise,

3, Harsh surface is elevated to the ievel of
mean high water.

4.~th it t ii i d 4 ~ P

5, Bayside erosion truncates shoreline below mean
high water mark, eliminating S. el terni flora.
Wave attack of marsh scarp inhib i ts reco loni zat ion.

P.~Ph it i ~ d i t h
vegetat ion.

FIGURE 3. Establ ishment of common reed on estuarine
marsh shorelines.

point other species, such as Phragmites australis and Iva frutescans may
invade. If, as often happens in Delaware Bay, severe erosion truncates
the intertidal shoreline, creating a scarped profile below mean high
water, intertidal vegetation such as S. alterniflora may be eliminated
and recolonization inhibited. Phragmites australis would be left as the
dominant vegetation.

Discussion

Phragmites australis has undeniably become a major component of the marsh
fringe vegetation of Delaware Bay. It also seems clear that the species
often succeeds Spartina alterniflora. At marsh scarps at eight sites it
was observed that under the Phragmites peat was a thick layer of Spartina
alterniflora peat. This was also true for shallow auger cores taken at
three other sites. The lack of human disturbance at many of these sites
indicates that this vegetation change is the result of natural orocesses.

Two geomorphological responses to sea level rise � sand barrier
transgression, and marsh surface accretion and bayside profile
truncation � seem to provide mechanisms enabling Phragmites to establish
itself in bayside marshes.

Transgressive models have assumed that the sequence of geomorphic and
ecological units from estuary to upland remains intact, even though the
location of the entire system shifts upward and landward. Evidence from
Delaware Bay indicates that this may not be the case; that the character
as well as the location of coastal wetlands may be changed as sea level
rises.

Much more study into estuarine shoreline processes, the interaction
between vegetation and geomorphic processes in coastal wetlands, and the
stratigraphy of tidal marshes is needed to confirm the suggestion above.
The observed vegetation change of the New Jersey bayshore may not be
significant in the long term. Evidence is strong enough, however, to
warrant further study.
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Conclusions

Phragmites australis has become the dominant shoreline vegetation along
much of New Jersey's Delaware Bsy shore. This is true in many remote
areas where there has been no human disturbance, usually necessary for
colonization of the species. It is suggested that two natural geomorphic
responses to rising sea level enable the species to establish itself in
fringe marshes: �! Transgression of sand barriers, and �! Accretion of
marsh surfaces, accompanied by erosional truncation of the bayside
profile. This implies that the basic character and vegetative composition
of coastal wetlands may be altered during the period of rising sea level.
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ARTIFICIAL SALT HARSH STASILITT:
A CAHSLE HITS TSE SHORE
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The loss of wetlands through natural and artificial means is a
significant problem which can result in a deleterious effect on the
ecological balance between man and nature. The artificial use of salt
marsh can be a useful alternat ive when mitigating the impact of
develops>ent. on or near wetlands. The >host appreciable wetland losses
have been attributed to main's presence, in New Jersey over 65,000 acres
of marsh loss occurred between 1953 Lo 1971  DEP Wetlands Study, 1979!.
Natural marsh erosion occurs as a result of wave action contacting the
toe of the vertical wetland slope causing it to become unstable thereby
collapsing  Sharp, Belcher and Oyler!.

Salt march stability occurs as natural deposition of alluvial material
becotses trapped along the toe of the marsh. This accretion process
affords the adapted vegetation an opportunity Lo propagate thereby
increasing the wet.land habitat  Smit.h, 19BO!. Once established, the
wetlands provide the adjace«L upland with additional protect>on from
erosio«  Garbish!. WeLlau<1s provide a Lrn«s>L>ot> zo«e be>wee« Lht upland
nnd the sea, dissipat>ng wove action ond aLLit>g as flood storage area.
The wetlands trap sediment and water contaminants which would otherwise
add to pollution.

The ecological importance of wetlands as a basis of the marine flood web
has been well docus>ented. Bacteria and protozoa are dependent upon the
decomposing plant materxal, detritus, which is indigenous to the
wetlands. Larger inverLebrates feed upon the bacteria and protozoan and
the biological process is continued by shellfish, finfish and waterfowl
which in turn are fed upo>t by o>an.

The beauty and prod«cLivity oi sa1L marsh is easily nppreL Lated by Lhose
who understand then>. The benef>ts fr«o> Lhc Wetlands Jre e«ormous at>d
deserve preservat>on. As a result of the sig«tiicnnt losses ot Wet !and
areas Lhe New Jersey St ate Leg>s lature drat ted Lhe WeL la«ds At L ot 1>i7i!.
Thi s Act reuu1 red Lht' L>cpa> L>oet>L st K«v> t i»un««tn! V> r>Lyi L > v«�>EI'! r«
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inventory and map lands meeting the specified definition of wetlands.
Since the inception of the Act there has been progressively fewer
wetlands desi.royed, in fact between 1973 ttiru 1982 only 409 known acres
of wetlands have been lost.

According to Coastal Resource Policy, development of all kinds is
prohibited in wetlands unless the DEP can find that the proposed
development meets the following four conditions:

1. Requires water access or is water oriented as a central purpose of
the basic function of the activity,

2. Has no prudent or feasible alternative on a non-wetland site.

3. Will result in minimum feasible alteration or impairment of natural
tidal circulation and,

4. Will result in minimum feasible alteration or impairment of natural
contour or the natural vegetation of the wetlands.

One of the early projects successfully incorporating the use of salt
marsh for shoreline stabilization in New Jersey is Brigantine I.and
Improvement, The project. design was consistent with tbe Coastal Resource
Policies and mitigation was required to compensate for the alteration of
1.12 acres of regul.ated Wetlands. The applicant originally contemplated
the construction of a continuous bulkhead; however, the proposal was
later revised as a r'esult of the permit process to utilize marsh
establishment, It was the applicant's intention to stabilize the
existing shoreline and protect it from erosion  See attached plan!.

The project site is located on Saint George's Thorofare otherwise known
as Half Noon Inlet. The area was created by dredging in the mid 1960's.
The applicants plan provided for the construction of approximately 1,120
linear feet of timber bulkhead in an "L" shape. As a result of OEP input
the proposal was revised to allow for the creation of a wetland plateau
which was vegetated with salt marsh, more specifically Spartina
alterniflora species. The bulkhead aspect was modified with a slope
revetment system which facilitated the marsh creation.

To create a coastal marsh artificially the proposed site must be
evaluated based on the geographic area, tidal elevation, salinity, fetch
length, and soil properties. The Brigantine I.and Improvement site
contained the favorable environmental conditions conducive to marsh
establishment. The artificial use of wetlands for shoreline
stabilization has been successfully completed by Dr. Edward Garbish and
he was contracted to perform the work on the case study. According to
Garbish, the basic objective of any approach to shore erosion control is
to eliaiinate or minimize the contact time of the water with the face of
the eroding bank.

The Brigantine Land Improvement project stabilized the shoreline with a
slope revetment using Gobi blocks which are donut like individual units
weighting approximately 13 pounds each. The Gobi blocks are interlocked
and placed over a filter fabric or mat.. There are other methods and
materials available which could perform a stabilization function;
however, the applicant chose Gobi mat because of economics, the Gobimat
system absorbs and dissipates the wave energy generated by tidal waters.
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The main feature of this application was the creation of salt marsh along
a 24' plateau area. Gobi blocks were placed at the toe of the plateau to
stabilize the edge of the marsh and protect it form erosion. Gobimats
were utilized along t.he slope to provtde upland stability. The project
engineer determined the proper elevation of the plat.eau this was a
critical aspect of the project because the spartina alterniflora  high
vigor! required daily tidal inundation.

This project demonstrated the successful use of salt marsh in concert
with a slope revetment. However, there are some negative qualities worth
mention. The slope stabilization approach can only be used when there is
sufficient land to meet the requirements, A typical bulkhead does not
require much upland property and is a proven method, On this project the
ice lifted many of the Gobi blocks and vandalism resulted in an
appreciable loss of blocks.

The salt marsh stability which occurred on project was significant and
has resisted erosion very well. This site is relatively sheltered and is
not subject to extreme wave action which would limit the success of the
marsh establishment, The planning expense was high and the permit
process required much thought and input by many agencies. However, the
Wetlands serve as an excellent habitat.
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